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nuts used on various GM vehicles. Zinc plated. Correct hardware can make any installation job
easier. Replace your missing or damaged hardware with these quality reproductions. This part
is Original style oval head chrome screw originally used to install moldings, grill and headlamp
bezels, and various other components and parts on classic American cars and trucks. Each 8,
black-oxide, phillips oval head screw Product TF Reproduction of the grill rivets designed for
use with various Chevrolet models. These rivets were used to mount the grill assemblies on
various GM models. Rivets and nuts are manufactured to replicate the Product T Each bezel
Product Replacement U-clip nuts used on various GM vehicles. Black phosphate coated.
Quantities vary by model. Use as needed. This is the correct nut used to install the rear tail lamp
to the body. Can be used to install the rear Replacement chrome plated trim screws used on
various GM vehicles. This part is original Replacement black trim screw for use on various GM
vehicles. Replace your missing or damaged hardware with this quality reproduction of the
original black phillips head Reproduction of th eoriginal grill installation hardware designed to
install grill assemblies on various models. These unique carriage bolts are designed with the
original appearance of a rivet, but will work like a nut and Product SW Each set includes
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Product CX Reproduction of the original grill molding designed for use on Chevrolet pickup
models. This rectangular molding is manufactured to factory specifications and replicates the
original in fitment and appearance. Reproduction of the original vertical grill support bracket
designed for use on Chevrolet Truck models. Manufactured in quality stamped steel to the
original configuration. Will replace the original bracket perfectly Close Notification. Toll Free 1.
Select Year All Years Select Make All Makes. Select Model All Models. View As: Grid Detail.
Engine Engine Acc. General Information. If you continue to have problems with this form,
please contact us during normal business hours. These three groups are each comprised of 2
model years. Each 2-year group is similar in appearance and different from the other 2-year
groups. The bullets to the left of each photo list the major visual characteristics for that year.
The narrative below each model year describes some of the different trim levels and equipment
options for that model year. The narratives do not detail all of the numerous trim levels and
equipment options that were possible, they only serve to point out the major model differences.
In the fleetside, a steel bed floor is standard and a wood bed floor is optional. Several trim levels
are available. The top-of-the-line CST model has lower bright trim installed at lower body line.
Standard engines are a cubic inch 6 cylinder or a cubic inch V8. Optional engines are a cubic
inch 6 cylinder or a cubic inch V8. The pickup has a hand operated parking brake and drum
brakes front and rear. The most obvious difference is the addition of side markers front and rear
to comply with new traffic safety laws. The side markers in where only reflectors, not actual
lights. The small rear window is discontinued. Some models have both upper and lower side
trim. The CST models have bright trim surrounding front grille and headlamp area. The standard
cubic inch V8 was replaced by a cubic inch V8. The cubic inch V8 was still available, along with
the new cubic inch V8. The model still has a hand operated parking brake and drum brakes front
and rear. The totally redesigned grille and the steep hood front distinguishes the model from the
previous year's models. Unlike the models, the side markers in where lighted. The optional
cubic inch V8 was replaced by the cubic inch V8. Upper and lower body trim was an option. The
lower body trim had black banding on the Custom models and woodgrain banding on the CST
models. The parking brake was changed from hand operated to foot operated but the brakes are
still drum front and rear. The model is virtually identical to the model. The "egg-crate" inner
grilles are identical in design on both the and , but a different paint scheme makes them appear
different. The graphic on the right illustrates the different paint schemes. The cubic inch V8 was
replaced with the cubic inch V8 called the This is also the first model year to offer an optional
tilt steering wheel. The model still has drum brakes front and rear. The bowtie emblem is
relocated from the hood to the center of the grille. The anodized aluminum surrounding the
grille has a black stripe. The top trim package is now called "Cheyenne" rather than CST.
Viewed from the outside, the only two visual differences between the and models are the
rearview mirror is now glued to the windshield and there is no black stripe around the grille.
Internal differences include a new door panel design and the addition of a strengthening screw
on the inside of the door below the vent window division bar. The groups and their most
distinguishing characteristics are The characteristics that distinguish one year from the other
within the 2-year groups are detailed in the following table. The model came in either short or
long wheelbase with a stepside or fleetside box. The model is almost identical to the pickup.
Trucks are the often-overlooked gateway into classic car ownership, and while interest may
have started to pick up over the past five years or so, there are still a number of affordable
options out there that have been largely ignored by the auction crowd. This particular
generation marks the turning point when Chevy realized it could offer truck buyers modern
conveniences and comfort options in the same way it did sedan shoppersâ€”a stunningly
simple connection to make in retrospect, but one that blew the market wide open during a time
when primary rival Ford steadfastly refusing to build anything other than the most utilitarian
models for work use. The driver-friendly nature of these trucks stands in stark contrast to both
their predecessors and their contemporaries, the enormous production run guarantees no
shortage of drivers or restoration candidates although cream puffs are another story , and their
dead-simple mechanicals make them inexpensive to maintain and even easier to update to more
modern running gear. In between, and of course hovering above, are a myriad of customs,
restomods, and rat rods beckoning for you to park them in your driveway. What are the pitfalls
of pickup ownership, and what do you need to verify before handing over your hard-earned
cash? We spoke with several classic Chevy truck owners, collectors, and restoration shops to
get the answers. In terms of rarityâ€”if such a term can be applied to a vehicle whose assembly
line never cranked out fewer than , examples a yearâ€” and are the least common, and the most
common with more than , being built, followed closely by , in However, as mentioned above,
also represented a sea-change in the corporate thinking at Chevrolet when it made a strong play
to convince truck buyers that they could outfit their beasts of burden with the kind of comforts

required to use them as daily transportation. Colors were also sufficiently rainbow-like: 15
different choices in the first year alone, 20 in the second, and nearly 30 in the third, not
including two-tone schemes and various sticker packages. Drawing the most dollars are the
short bed variants of the pickup, which are the rarest models from a sales mix that accented
longer, task-focused cargo beds. There are so many options now for replacing chassis
components, that it all depends on what the end goal is for the owner. This where things start to
get murky, at least from the perspective of originality. Stay with us if you can:. Buyers could
choose between wood and steel bed bottoms both painted body color. Wood kits are readily
available, which makes it easy to transform a steel bed, too. In terms of gear, you can think of
them essentially in that order in terms of how many niceties and features were included. A quick
rule of thumb is that originally, stepside trucks being the base model , tended towards the low
end of the feature spectrum, as they were typically ordered by fleet managers. The VIN can
definitely tell you a few things about the truck, of course. Each starts with two letters, then five
numbers, then a five-digit unique identifier. The next letter determines how many cylinders the
truck originally hadâ€”E for 8, S for 6â€”while the remaining numbers describe, in this order,
gross vehicle weight 2 for all half-tons , wheelbase 07 for short bed, 09 for long bed , and body
style 03 for chassis cab, 04 for stepside, 34 for fleetside. Both trucks were available with cu-in
and cu-in small-block V-8s. By the was replaced by a V-8, which generated horsepower. Fun
fact: all engines across the Chevy lineup were actually bored 0. In the Chevelle, which had built
an entire brand around the , Chevrolet kept this hush-hush, but in the pickups, where it was
known by the L47 RPO code, it was alternately labeled or , confusing gearheads for decades
afterwards. And that can include adding things like air conditioning to the mix. Rain gutters on
these trucks are also bad for rust. A clean southern original paint, with the right patina, is worth
every dollar because here you know what you are getting without the risk of hidden surprises
behind freshly-painted, auction-ready sheet metal. Spend the thousand bucks, get rid of it, and
have peace of mind. There were so many different versions built that finding, or building, the
truck that best meets your needs and desires is relatively easy. Car Profiles. A Story About.
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meet all of your automotive needs. Most orders ship same day! Call us at to place your order
so that we can verify and then match the current retail price. Skip to the end of the images
gallery. Skip to the beginning of the images gallery. SKU Alt : Chevy Truck Steel Grill Frame
Low Price Guarantee. Read the full guarantee. View More. Shipping Notes This item has
additional shipping charges due to heavy weight or oversize dimensions. Availability: Available
- Allow additional time for delivery. Add to Cart. Add to Project List. High Quality Reproduction
Perfectly Replaces Original Premium Steel The grill frame can make or break a car, and you
certainly don't want to be in the break area. This high quality reproduction made with premium
steel and will perfectly replace the original. Give you Chevy the love it deserves and trust
Ecklers for all your restoration needs! More Information Alt. More from this Brand. Rating 1 star
2 stars 3 stars 4 stars 5 stars. Order Summary. Submit Review.

